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Welcome to use  
 

 

 

Thank you for choosing this phone. This mobile phone is a 4GnetworkMobile phone, 

streamlined fashion design, simple and elegant; MP3,phone book, SMS, alarm clock, 

calculator, calendar,flashlight, camera and other practical features to help you 

enjoy the rich and colorful life.  

 

 

 

 Please read this manual carefullybefore using this mobile phone.  

New  purchased phones need to be recharged for12 hours before first use and 

a second charge after the first full charge has been completely exhausted. 

Ifusedseveral times, the battery will be used for optimal use.  

 This phone is displayed as a Chinese.  

 

 

 There may be differences between the contents of this mobile phone manual and 

the physical object, please take the physical subject. The Company will not notify 

you of any updates to this mobile phone and its accessories.  
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1 Safety warnings and precautions 

1.1 Security precautions 

 

Before you use your phone, read theSecurity Warnings and Precautionscarefully 

before using it correctly. Safety warnings and precautions are used to prevent injury 

to human body and property.  

 

    The following signs indicate the extent to which hazards and damage may be 

suffered if security precautions are not followed.  

 

Danger(DANGER) indicates that incorrect operation can directly 

cause a serious accident or failure.  

 

Warning(WARNING) indicates that incorrect operation may cause 

a serious accident or failure.  

 

Caution indicatesthat incorrect operation may cause an 

accident or failure.  

 

The following symbols indicate the rules that must be followed. 

 
Represents a prohibited action.  

 
indicates that removal is prohibited.  

 

indicates that the power plug must be removed from the 

socket.  

 
Represents an action that must be forced.  

 

1.2 Precautions before use 

 

Mobile phones use radio waves to make calls. Places where the airwaves are out of 

reach, or even within their coverage, where the conditions in which the airwaves 

travel are poor (e.g. behind buildings or near metal gates, electrical and 

electronic products, etc.) can sometimes cause call interruptions.  
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 Mobile phones are digital communication, the confidentiality of the call is very 

good. However, since mobile phones use airwaves to make calls, it cannot be said 

that there is absolutely no third party receiving the contents of the call from 

the sidelines.  

 When using the phone, users should try to stay away from the radio and TV, 

otherwise it will affect the quality of phone reception.  

 

1.3 Precautions for using your phone 

 

 

Do not use your mobile phone while driving a car to avoid traffic 

accidents. When you need to use your phone, park your car in a safe 

place first. 

 

Please turn off your mobile phone in places where cell phones are 

prohibited on board aircraft, in hospitals, etc. to avoid 

interference with electronic and medical devices. If you must use 

your mobile phone in these places, follow the local regulations. 

Do not use your mobile phone near a susceptible electronic device, 

as this may cause the electronic device to malfunction. These 

electronic devices include medical electronic devices such as 

hearing aids, pacemakers, fire alarms, automatic doors, and other 

automatic control devices. 

If you must use your mobile phone near these medical devices, consult 

the manufacturer and distributor of these devices first to avoid 

interference. 

 

 

 

In exceptional cases, the use of this mobile phone in some models of 

the car will affect the electronic devices in the car, do not use the 

phone at this time, so as not to affect safety. 

Do not put items such as disks, credit cards, and mobile phones 

together to avoid degaussing conditions. 

Do not place items such as pins near the handset of your phone, as 

the magnetic nature of the handset absorbs them and can cause injury 

to the human body when used. 

 

1.4 Precautions for using batteries 
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Do not throw the battery into the fire to avoid catching fire or 

causing the battery to burst.  

Do not over-force the battery when it is not properly loaded into 

the phone to prevent it from leaking, overheating, catching fire, 

or exploding.  

Do not short the batteries to prevent them from leaking, overheating, 

catching fire, or exploding.  

If the battery leaks liquid into the eyes, will cause vision loss, 

do not rub the eyes, should immediately rinse the eyes with water, 

and consult a doctor.  

Do not use or place your phone in hot places such as fire sources 

to prevent batteries from leaking, overheating, catching fire or 

exploding.  

 

Do not unzip the battery to prevent it from leaking, overheating, 

catching fire or exploding. 

 

 

 

 

If the liquid leaking from the battery is stained with skin or 

clothing, rinse immediately with water to avoid damage to the skin.  

When batteries leak or smell, keep them away from open flames 

immediately to avoid fire or explosion.  

 

 

 

Be careful to install the battery correctly to avoid damage to your 

phone due to polarity errors.  

Do not place the battery in a high temperature to prevent it from 

leaking, overheating, shortening service life and reducing 

performance.  

 

1.5 Precautions for using the charger 

 

 

Use the original charger for the charger. If other voltages are used, 

they will cause malfunctions and fires.  

 

Do not short-circuit the charger, which can cause equipment failure, 

electric shock, smoke and fire.  

Do not hold the charger's power cord back and forth, as this may cause 

damage to the charger or injury to others.  
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Do not touch the charger, power cord, and AC plug with wet hands to 

prevent electric shock.  

Do not pull the charger's wires hard, do not place heavy objects on 

the power cord, and do not replace the power cord at will, as this 

may cause electric shock or fire.  

 

Unplug the charger from the power outlet when the battery is charged.  

If the battery charger smokes or smells abnormally, remove it from 

the power outlet immediately, in which case if you continue to use 

the charger, it may cause a fire or cause electric shock. It is 

dangerous to repair yourself, please leave it to the dealer 

immediately.  

If the battery charger enters water, remove it from the power outlet 

immediately, as this may cause a fire, electric shock, or other 

failure.  

 

Only use the original charger, and using a different charger may cause 

damage to your phone.  

 

 

Before maintenance or cleaning, remove the charger from the socket 

to prevent electric shock.  

When unplugging the charger, hold the main part of the plug. If 

pulling the power cord portion of the charger can cause damage to 

the power cord, it may cause a fire or electric shock.  

 

Do not use the charger in hot places such as the bathroom to prevent 

fire or malfunction.  

 

1.6 The requirements 

Requirements for using your phone  

 

 Should avoid excessive and too low temperatures: please use hands in 

environments where the temperature is 5C-35C and humidity is 35%-85%. 

machine.  

 To ensure the quality of your calls, try to avoid using mobile phones near 

ordinary telephones, televisions, radios and office automation. 

 

 

 

Requirements for the use of batteries  
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 The battery should be kept in a cool, airy, sun-free place. If the battery 

is running out for a long time, 

     Will not be able to charge. So if you don't use your phone for a long time, 

charge the battery regularly.  

 Batteries are consumables. All batteries have a certain service life, when 

repeated charging can not improve battery life 

     When 0, the battery is retired and a new battery must be replaced.  

 Do not dispose of discarded batteries with garbage. When handling discarded 

batteries, observe the local authorities 

stipulate.  

 

 

 

Requirements for charging  

 

 Do not charge at: 

     Direct sunlight, temperatures equal to or below 5 degrees C, places equal 

to or above 35 degrees C, too wet, too dusty or vibrating (which can cause 

malfunctions), and close to televisions, radios (noise interference with 

video or audio signals). 

 

2 Notes on use 

 

2.1 Check your phone and accessories 

 

Open the phone box, please confirm that the phone and its accessories are 

complete, if there are any defects, please contact the local dealer.  

2.2 Mobile phone specifications 

2.2.1 Accessories specifications 

lithium battery 

Standard voltage                

Charge limit voltage            

Rated capacity                

charger 

input  

output  
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Charging time  12 hours for the first time, 3 to 6 hours for each time 

thereafter 

 

2.2.2 Technical specifications 

The amount of bell 

sound 

10 levels: Volume 1、............... Volume10 

Answer the volume 

size 

10 levels: Volume 1、............... Volume10 

Ringtone selection Built-in  ringtones seven 

Contacts 150records native (each can include 1 name, 1 mobile phone number).SIM 

card comes with 500 phone books.  

Other features Calendar, calculator, alarm clock, family number, backlight, time setting, 

caller ID, camera, camera,  music player,video,and more 

Battery capacity  

Continuous talk 

time 

About 15 hours 

Continuous 

standby time 

300 hours - 500 hours 

size The actual ID is the basis 

weight Based on actual weight (including battery) 

annex  

Standby time is related to the length of the call and the specific local network 

situation. 

 

2.3 How to insert a SIM card 

Insert the SIMcard in the slot direction(theSIM card is missing to the slot angle) and make sure 

that the SIM cardis inserted in place. Note that the SIM card is inserted correctly and the gold 

contact faces of the card face down.  

2.4 battery 

2.4.1 Install the battery 

Push the battery cover away, insert the SIM card correctly, attach the battery, 

and then cover the battery cover. 

2.4.2 charge 

 1, the charger plug into the phone's charging jack, and the charger into the 

220V power outlet, at this time the phone back 

The light is lit and the battery icon flashes, indicating that the charge is being 

charged, and if you turn off charging, the battery icon flashes.   

   2, power on charging complete, the phone's battery icon stop flashing, then the 

end of charging. Charging completes when you shut down the phone screen prompts 
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charging to be complete.  

 

Tips:  

  When the battery pattern of the phone screen is displayed as , it indicates 

that the battery is about to run out, please follow the steps above to charge 

the phone.  

  New  purchased phone or replacement phone battery, please charge immediately  

  Charging on the power-on state will not affect the normal dialing and 

receiving of the phone, but the power consumption will be much more than normal, 

because 

        This will extend the charging time.  

  It is recommended to use  the battery thoroughly before charging, which can 

extend the battery life.  

 

 

3 Basic operating instructions 

3.1 Dial number 

3.1.1 Dial number 

:: Standby page call:  When on standby page, press the number key to enter the phone number 

and press OK to make the call.  

Use the phone book to make calls: Select the phone book under the main menu interface to enter 

the phone book list, or you can go directly to the contacts at the right function button under the 

standby page, view the record list, scroll the list by the up and down button, or press the initials of 

the required record (pinyin) to find. Select a person's name to make a call.  

Answer an incoming call: When an incoming call is made, you can answer the call by pressing 

the dial key or OKkey shortly.  

:: End/Reject Phone: Short-press the hang-up key to reject and hang up the phone.  

:: Redial recently dialed phone number: Under the standby interface, press the dial key to go 

directly to the dialed phone menu, press the up and down buttons in all dialed phone menus to 

scroll to the desired number, and then make a call.  

:: Directly unplug the phone: After setting the family number, the standby page can call out at 

the click of a button by pressing the corresponding number key directly. 

 

3.1.2 Call options 

This phone offers a variety of features that you can use in a call: 

:: Hands-free calls: Select hands-free call sound out.  

Start recording: If you want to save the current phone recording, select Turn on recording,and 

when you need to stop recording,selectStop recording, which prompts that the call recording has 

been stored in the memory card.  

:: Contacts:Open to access the contacts list. 

:: Info:Open to access the information main menu.  
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Lock keyboard:Lock the call interface.  

:: Dial the other party:  You can start a new call again and start a conference call.  

:: Turn on the flashlight:Turn on the flashlight.  

:: Reserved:Without interrupting the current call, you can also make a new call and select the call 

again to resume it.  

Bluetooth:Switch between your Bluetooth headset and your phone's handset during a call to 

choose the right way to talk.  

 

3.2 Input 

Under the input interface, you can enter information such as numbers, pinyin, strokes, 

English,or symbols.  

3.2.1 Chinese Simplified input method 

Pressing corresponding to  the phonetic alphabet, the candidate pinyin appears in the 

pre-selection area, sometimes appears to press the same number appears multiple sets of pinyin, 

you can move left and right press ok key to select the desired pinyin. Press the right function key 

to remove typed phonetic letters from right to left.  

When the Chinese character pre-selection area appears looking for Chinese characters, press 

the arrow key left and right to move the identification of each Chinese character can click on the 

select key or press OK key to select the Chinese character.  

After you select a Chinese character in the screen's Chinese character pre-selection area will 

appear lenovo words, you can press the left and right arrow keys for the selection of lenovo words, 

and then click the select key or OK key to enter the Chinese character.  

Example: Enter the Chinese character "you" with pinyin input, press the number keys6 and4 

to enter"ni", the screen appears "you"as the default Chinese character, and then press the  select 

key or OK key to complete the input.  

 

3.2.2 Chinese stroke input method 

Chinese stroke input method is in accordance with the direction of the stroke operation, that 

is, from top to bottom, left to right input Chinese strokes. 

The strokes of Chinese characters are divided into five basic categories, namely horizontal, 

vertical, apostrophe, dot, and fold. These five basic strokes are printed on the corresponding 

numeric keys. When you enter a stroke, press the key with the closest stroke to enter the Chinese 

character you want. The contrast between the basic stroke and the corresponding key is as follows: 

keystroke 1 2 3 4 5 

Basic 

strokes 
across  vertical  discard  dot  fold  

 

Press the number key of the corresponding stroke in the order of the Chinese strokes, and 

click the back button to remove the strokes from right to left. 

Press 6 keys to enter quickly in Chinese stroke input mode? number, press the key toquickly enter 

the symbol.  
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Click the confirmation or OK key to select the Chinese character you want. For example, 

enter the Chinese character "day" with the stroke input method, press the number key 

"1""1""3""4" to enter the stroke, select "day" in the candidate box, click the select key or OK key 

to complete the input.  

 

3.2.3 English and digital input methods 

General method of operation of English input method: 

Each keystroke is used to enter multiple characters. Quickly repeat the key until the character you 

need appears, and so on 

After the label is moved, enter the next character. 

:: Switch theinput method withthe" .. .key.  

When you need to enter a space, press the "0"keyonce,and you cannot enter a space in the digital 

input state.  

:: Click the clear key to remove the input characters. 

The digital input method operates in english. 

3.3 Easy instructions 

3.3.1 Start the bright flashlight 

Press and hold the digital key 0 to start the bright flashlight, and again long press to turn off. 

3.3.2 Standby interface key description 

Press the left function key to enter the menu, press the right function key to enter the phone 

book, press the pull key to enter all calls, press the up key to enter the music player, press the 

down key to enter the address book,press the left button to enter the missed call,press the right key 

to enter the settings,press OK key to enter the menu (with the left function key), press the number 

0 to 9, and the number to press out the corresponding numbers and , . . .  

3.3.3 Long press and hold convenience 

The function of the following shortcuts needs to be accessed under the standby interface, and 

other interfaces may not be able to access the function. 

1, long press 0 for the on/off flashlight function. 

2,short presshanger keyOpenshutdown and volume adjustment interface,press left key can be 

manually locked; 

3, press and hold the key, switch between mute and standardmode.  

 

4 Personal information management 

4.1 Contacts 

In the standby interface, press OK or left function key to enter the main menu, select 

Contacts,no record stored when the display of "empty." You can have your phone number on your 

SIM card or phone according to your needs. Scroll through the records by pressing the up and 

down arrow keys, selecting a record to dial the number by pressing the dial key. The options are as 

follows: Add new contacts,copy contacts, delete contacts,transfer contacts, blocklists,settings. 
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4.1.1 Add newcontact 

Create a new phone book to record on your phone contacts andSIM card.  

New record on your phone: Enter your name, phone number,press the option key to clear, 

press OK to save.  

New Record to SIM card: Enter name and phone number,  press option key to clear, press 

OK key to save. ； 

4.1.2 Copy contact 

First select the contact source to copy, optional SIM card ormobile phone storage, click OK 

key selected,then select, destination storage location,  pressOK key,  and then mark the number 

to be copied, can be single tag or all-choice, and finally press the right soft keyto complete, then a 

completed prompt box will pop up,the end of replication. 

4.1.3 Delete contact 

You can delete tagged contacts, or you can delete all contacts. 

4.1.4 Move contact 

Select the contact source to transfer, optional SIM card or mobile phone storage, click OK 

key selected, then select, destination storage location, press OK key, and then mark the number to 

be copied, can be single mark or all-choice, and finally press the right soft key to complete, then a 

completed prompt box will pop up, transfer end. 

4.1.5 Block List 

     The number that will need to be blocked is selected and then added to the list, after which 

the number call will no longer be received. 

4.1.6 Settings 

Used to display the storage status of your phone and SIM card. 

4.2 Call log 

In the standby interface, press the dial key directly and enter all call logs or the main menu.  

4.2.1 Missed 

Press OKor dialto call out the number,or press the left function key option to select Send 

Information, Details,Delete, Delete All, and Block  lists. Here's what to do: 

:: Call: Press OKkey or dial to call out the number.  

::Send message:  Send a text message to the number.  

::Details:Displays the phone number and the date and time of thecall.  

:: Save:Save the number to the phone or SIM card storage. 

:: Delete: Delete this phone record.  

:: Delete All: Delete all phone records.  

:: Block List:  Add the number into the Block List. 

 

4.2.2 Received 

   The procedure is the same as for missed calls 
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4.2.3 Dialed 

   The procedure is the same as for missed calls 

4.2.4 Clearcall log 

You can delete all call history or you can delete missed, received, and dialed records, 

respectively. 

 

4.3Messaging 

Information display form for writing information, inbox, draft box, send box,  sent 

information, SMS settings.  

4.3.1 Create Message 

Go to the SMS editing interface. You can use the keyboard to enter Chinese, numbers, 

English, andsymbols. After you write a text message, you have the following choice: 

:: Send:Send the message.  

:: Add recipients:  You can continue to add contacts. 

:: Insertoption:Insert emojis, insert symbols, and insert templates, respectively.  

::Clear text:  Empty all edited characters.  

::Save as Draft:Save to Draft Box.  

4.3.2 Inbox 

This menu reads the short messages receivedby , which appear in the inbox list and are listed in 

chronological order of receipt. When a short message isdisplayed, press the left function key 

option to access its following menu options.  

:: See details:Displays text message content, sender information, date and time of receipt. 

:: Reply:  Reply to the message to the sender. 

:: Forward: Forward this message to someone else.  

:: Delete message:  Delete this message.  

:: Delete all:  Delete all text messages received under the Inbox list.  

4.3.3 Drafts 

Text messages that are not sent after editing are saved in this folder, and information in the 

draft box can be sent, edited, deleted, deleted, and so on.  

4.3.4 Outbox 

Displays that you did not send asuccessful message, and you can choose to continue sending 

and editing.  

4.3.5 Sentbox 

Messages that you have sent are saved in your own message box, and text messagesinthis box 

can be forwarded and deleted. 

4.3.6 Messagesettings 

Make user changes to the storage status, delivery report, message center number, emoticons, 
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and templates of information.  

4.4 Settings 

4.4.1 Connectivity 

::Flightmode:On/off.  

::SIM card:  switch on PIN code, change PIN code, network mode settings, join network, 

VoLTE call switch.  

::Mobiledata:  Switch to move data, settings for data roaming.  

::Bluetooth : Bluetooth  on, you can pair with mobile phones, Bluetooth headsets and other 

devices,you can file transfer,Bluetooth headsets call and listen to music.  

4.4.2 Displayssettings 

:: Wallpaper:Youcan setpresetwallpapers,or use photos from the gallery to your 

liking.  

::Backlight:You can set the intensity, screen backlight timeout, and key backlight 

timeout time. 

4.4.3 Profiles 

Here you can set up five scenario modes: Normal,Silent, Meeting, Outdoor, and Personal. 

Normalmode 

:: Turn on:Turn on standard mode.  

:: CallcomingRingtone: Here you can set the incoming ringtones, in the audition ringtone 

interface, if you do not want to set the ringtone, press the right function key to return to exit.  

:: Ringtone Volume: Useto control the volume of incoming ringtones.  

:: Vibration:When turned on, incoming calls and text messages will alert you in bell tone and 

vibration mode.  

:: Messages:SMS bells can be set here, or mute can be selected. In the audition ringtone interface, 

if you do not want to set the ringtone, press the right function key to return to exit.  

:: On-off ring:  Here you can set the switch machine ringtones on andoff.  

:: Keypad:Usedto control the volume of key tones. 

Silent mode 

This mode is only on and off and cannot be set. 

Meeting mode 

Action Steps Are The Same As Normal Mode. 

Outdoor mode 

Action Steps Are The Same As Normal Mode. 

Personalmode 

Action Steps Are The Same As Normal Mode. 

4.4.4 Date and time 

::Auto-update time:After settings are turned on, insert a SIM card to automatically detect 

network time and register, this feature needs carrier support.  

::Time format:  You can set the 24-hour or 12-hour system as needed.  
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::Show date and time:When on, the standby page displays the current date and time;  

4.4.5 Call settings 

:: Call forwarding:  Set up a SIM card topowertransfer. 

:: CallWaiting:Control theSIM card Call Waiting function switch.  

::Automatic redial:  When you dial a call when you're calling and the person isn't answering it, 

you can dial it again automatically. 

4.4.6 Phone settings 

::Phonelanguage:  You can choose the display language. 

::Keyguard settings:  You can choose to turn off or select automatic lock screen time.When off, 

the keyboard is no longer automatically locked and the keyboard needs to be locked manually.  

:: Quick dialing:  When you edit the number after you turn it on, you can press the 

corresponding number key on the standby page and call the number you set up with one click. 

:: SOS setting:  When you are in an emergency, press and hold OK to make a call with a beep, 

and also send an emergency help message to the other person. This feature requires you to set up 

dial numbers first, up to 3 sets of numbers.  

4.4.7Security settings 

Turn your phone lock on/offand edit your phone password. The defaultpasswordis1122.  

4.4.8Key function 

You can set the menu for the left and right arrow keys up and down 

4.4.9 Restore factory settings 

   With this option, restore your phone's factory or default settings and all data will be deleted. 

4.5 Tools 

4.5.1 Calculator 

Key input numbers, and displayed above the screen, the arrow keys up/down/left/right/OK 

keys are plus, minus, multiply, divide, equal. 

4.5.2 Calendar 

You can view the lunar calendar and year of the current time. On the same day, the boxyellow 

bottom logo is imposed. You can add events to your calendar to remind you. The way to increase 

the event is to use the arrow keys to move to the date of the increased event, press the left 

optionkey, pop up the add event and all display menu, press OK again, go to the add event page, 

use the arrow key and OK key to edit the event before pressingOK key to save it.  

In the calendar interface, press the left option key to go to another date and view the 

lunarcalendar.  

4.5.3 Alarm clock 

The default alarm is preset with fivesets, and the alarm does not take effect until you choose 

to turn it on. Each set of alarms can be edited individually, including alarm time, ringtones can be 

customized, and repeats can be selectedby week. 
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4.6 Camera 

::Photos:Press OK to take a photo, and left to select a picture preview (insert an SD card) to 

preview the picture.  

::Video camera: Can switch freely between photo mode and video mode. 

::Brightness:Press OK to adjust out of the status bar.  

:: Imageeffects:There are6effects to choose from(no effect,grayscale,dark brown,lightgreen,light 

blue, anticolor). 

::choose scene:There are two scene options, Night and Auto. 

:: Burst mode:  There are three options: two bursts, four bursts, and three off. 

:: Image quality:30W pixels displayed. 

::File location:Provide two storage locations for mobile phone and memory card 

::Banding:Provide 50Hz and 60Hz two options. 

4.7 file 

You can view the status of your current phone and memory card, view files, copy, 

delete,move, rename, create new folders, andmore. 

Connect your phone to your computer with a USB cable,copy files from your computer to 

your phone storage orstoragecard, or vice versa.  

4.8 Multimedia 

4.8.1 Voice recorder 

You can record, play back, and share your voice via Bluetooth.   

4.8.2 Music player 

Press the left and right upper and lower arrow keys in the playback interface to realize each 

function separately. Key functions are: in the playback interface to press the arrow keys on or 

down keys to adjust the volume, short press left and right keys for the previous song,long press 

left right key for fast forward and fast-rewind. Ok key is the play, pause function.  

In the playlist interface, press the left function key to enter the options interface.  

:: AllSongs: The music is displayed in a list, when you press the up and down keys to move the 

cursor to select a song, press OK to play the selected song.  

::Slam via Bluetooth:  Share selected songs with others via Bluetooth. 

::Settings:You can set out shuffle, repeat playback, background playback, and preset sound 

effects.  

:: Quit:Exit the music player. 

When you enter the music for the first time after booting, it will scan the songs inside 

the phone first, and automatically store these songs in the list to be played.  

4.8.3 Videos 

When you enter the video for the first time after powering on, you will first scan the video 

inside your phone, support 3gp, MP4 and other formats, and automatically store the video in the 

list for playback. 

Press the left and right upper and lower arrow keys in the playback interface to realize each 

function separately. Key functions are: press the arrow key on or down key to adjust the volume, 
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short press left and right key for the previous video and the next first video,long press left right 

key for fast forward and fast-rewind. Ok key is the play, pause function.  

In the Play List of Filesinterface, press the left function key to enter the following options: 

::Sharevideos:You can share selected video files with others via Bluetooth.  

::Details:Displays the name, size, and creation date time information of the selected video. 

4.8.4Radio 

Press the left and right upper and lower arrow keys in the playback interface to realize each 

function separately. Key functions are: in the playback interface to press the arrow keys on the key 

or down keys to adjust the volume, the left and right keys for the previous frequency or the next 

frequencyswitch.  

  In the playback interface, press the left function key to enter the following options 

interface: 

::Turnoff:Stop playing and exit theradio. 

:: Manualtuning: Select after manual one-grid search in the playback interface until a valid 

station is found.  

:: Save station:Save the current channel to the channel list or replace any existing channels under 

the list.  

:: Auto tuning:  Select to automatically search for channels and prompt for save.  

:: Stations: Show playlist.  

Set frequency:  Enter a valid channel directly to play the channel directly.  

:: Loudspeaker:Plug in the headset to start the speaker soundOut, turn off the speaker sound from 

the headset.  

Note: Bluetooth and radio cannot be turned on at the same time. 

4.8.5 Photos 

You can look at the pictures of your phone andmemorycard,showthem withthumbnails,press 

OK to enter the larger image interface, and display up to  1000 pictures.  

In the thumbnailinterface, press the left function key to enter the following options: 

::Share: selected pictures to others via Bluetooth.  

:: Delete:Delete the selected picture.  

:: Set as Wallpaper:  Make the selected picture a desktop wallpaper.  

::Details:Displays the name, size, and date of creation of the picture.  

In the larger image interface, press the left function key to enter the following options 

interface: 

:: Delete:Delete the selected picture.  

:: Zoom:Use the left and right function keys to zoom in and zoom out the selected picture.  

:: Set as Wallpaper:  Make the selected picture a desktop wallpaper.  

::Details:Displays the name, size, and date of creation of the picture.  

::SlamviaBluetooth:Share selected pictures with others via Bluetooth.  

4.9 Internet 

This is Opera Mini browser, you need to install it before you can use it. 

Enter the URL you want to browse to go online. This browser provides the functions of creating new 

bookmarks, managing bookmarks, querying historical records, tool help instructions, and web network settings. 
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5. FCC CAUTIONS

15.19 Labeling requirements. 
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 
conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept 
any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
15.21 Information to user. 
Any Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance 
could void the user's authority to operate the equipment. 
15.105 Information to the user. 
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 
device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates 
uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with 
the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no 
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause 
harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the 
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of 
the following measures: 
-Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is
connected. 
-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
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Absorption Rate (SAR) information: 
This mobile phone meets the government's requirements for exposure to radio waves. The 
guidelines are based on standards that were developed by independent scientific organizations 
through periodic and thorough evaluation of scientific studies. The standards include a 
substantial safety margin designed to assure the safety of all persons regardless of age or 
health. 
FCC RF Exposure Information and Statement The SAR limit of USA (FCC) is 1.6 W/kg averaged 
over one gram of tissue. This device was tested for typical body-worn operations with the back of 
the handset kept 1.0cm from the body. To maintain compliance with FCC RF exposure 
requirements, use accessories that maintain a 1.0cm separation distance between the user's 
body and the back of the handset. The use of belt clips, holsters and similar accessories should 
not contain metallic components in its assembly. The use of accessories that do not satisfy these 
requirements may not comply with FCC RF exposure requirements, and should be avoided. 

Body-worn Operation 
This device was tested for typical body-worn operations. To comply with RF exposure 
requirements, a minimum separation distance of 1.0 cm must be maintained between the user‟s 
body and the handset, including the antenna. Third-party belt-clips, holsters, and similar 
accessories used by this device should not contain any metallic components. Body-worn 
accessories that do not meet these requirements may not comply with RF exposure 
requirements and should be avoided. Use only the supplied or an approved antenna. 


